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MONITOR OV-1
Deep, dynamic, articulate, tone-full
These are just a few of the words 
that describe the OV-1. We don’t 
throw these words around lightly 
here at Meters, having designed and 

engineered instrument amplification 
for some of the world’s biggest bands 
under our Ashdown Engineering 
subsidiary. 

We know what great tone sounds like. 
We also understand the 
importance of quality. The Meters 
OV-1 headphones are an over-ear 
design that features the latest
 technology with dynamic ANC 
function, making even the loudest 
environment a place of solitude. 
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Type: Closed, Dynamic, ANC 
Background Noise Reduction:  82%

Acoustic Driver : 40mm dome ANC mic
Impedance : 32 Ohms @ 1kHz

Frequency Response: 20Hz-20kHz
Sensitivity : 94dB/mW

Mic Sensitivity : -60 +/- 4dB
Cord : 4 ft. Straight Cord

Plug : 3.5mm Stereo Gold-Plated
Weight: 380g (0.8Lbs)

Technical Specification:





“ ASHDOWN HAS BEEN A 
HUGE PART OF MY SOUND 

FOR OVER A DECADE, 
NOW I CAN TAKE THEM 

EVERY WHERE”
SHAVO ODADJIAN

SYSTEM OF A DOWN
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LISTEN OV-B
Meters OV-B are designed for listening 
to a great range of music not just one 
specific sound wirelessly; the dynamics 
of our custom-designed, high-defini-
tion 40mm driver enables listeners to 
really enjoy music again with no false or 
overly enhanced bass response. 

Simply put, Meters will bring your 
music collection back to life again 
focusing on the important things in 
sound. 

OV-B are Bluetooth wireless 
headphones designed to fit 
comfortably on your head for hours 
of wireless listening. With a 12-hour 
battery life they are the perfect 
companion for long hall flights and 
hours spent on tour buses around 

the world.



Since 1997 Ashdown Engineering has had 
a legitimate claim to be the world’s 

foremost experts on bass performance  
creating bass guitar amplification for 

many of the world’s greatest bands and 
session musicians.

Meters by Ashdown Engineering 
brings every ounce of that legacy 

to bear  in design, engineering and 
acoustic expertise  to create a 

unique new range of headphones 
that bring together lifestyle and 

audiophile aspirations in one 
incredible package.
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Type: Closed, Dynamic, BT
Acoustic Driver : 40mm dome

Impedance : 32 Ohms @ 1kHz
Frequency Response: 20Hz-20kHz

Sensitivity : 94dB/mW
Mic Sensitivity : -60 +/- 4dB

Cord : 4 ft. Straight Cord
Plug : 3.5mm Stereo Gold-Plated

Weight: 380g (0.8Lbs)
(COMING 2017)

Technical Specification:



FEEL
In-Ear Headphones you won’t lose!

The Meters Magnetics In-Ear leather ear-buds are a total 
design transformation from traditional ear-buds taking 
them to a whole new level. The add-on magnets clip the 
ear tips together and hang on to the back of your neck 
for smart, tangle-free cable management.

Meters headphones are the ultimate portable audio 
product for the true music lover. That’s not just a spin: 
this fact is ingrained in the visual design of each and 
every pair of headphones.

Acoustic Driver : 7mm
Impedance : 16 Ohms
Sensitivity : 98 +/-4dB
Mic Sensitivity : -60 +/- 4dB
Cord : 4 ft. Straight Cord
Plug : 3.5mm Stereo Gold-Plated

Technical Specification:
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Colour options:
In a choice of Tan, Red or Black.



STEREO
Sweet, stylish and dynamic. The Meters Cubed Bluetooth Home Micro
 Audio System by Ashdown Engineering will rumble your desktop or 
bookshelf. Taking live music home...

Designed in Britain
With a heritage in British bass amplification, Meters Cubed are three 90mm 
cubes – one micro amplifier and two 2.5” high power stereo speakers at 10 
watts per channel. Meters Cubed is a micro audio system like no other and 
utilizes Ashdown Engineering’s signature VU meter, normally reserved for 
reading the input levels on bass guitar amplifiers.

The illuminated VU shows the music playback level status at a glance, so 
you don’t only hear your music – you see it too!

Bluetooth Technology
Spotify has never sounded so good! Bluetooth 4.0 technology allows for 
wireless music streaming to your smartphone, tablet, laptop, PC or Mac with 
reinforced audio quality. Meters Cubed also features a 3.5mm jack aux-in 
for use with non-Bluetooth devices too. 
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B-SOCIAL
Straight out of the box, B-Social delivers signature Ashdown bass 
tone via a powerful 75W stereo 
amplifier and two custom dual concentric 5” drivers, specifically 
designed to deliver punchy low-end in the most compact enclo-
sure. 

Wireless

Allowing the bassist to roam at home, B-Social  features wireless 
audio connectivity and a transmitter that lets the bass connect 
wirelessly to the amp for cable free jamming.

Wireless audio connectivity also enables audio streaming from any 
compatible music player.  Adding a new social dimension to the 
amp, the B-Social includes a second input so the bassist can play 
along with another bass player or guitarist - electric or acoustic.

Recording

Recording itself is made simple via the built-in USB audio interface, 
compatible with all major DAWs on both PC and Mac platforms. The 
unit features a speaker mute switch for headphone monitoring.
Connectivity

Rounding out the feature set is a Line In, Line Out and a Headphone 
Out for silent practice. B-Social is available in two stunning high 
gloss wood finishes - Black and White.
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“Ashdown Engineering has come up with a 
compact, stereo, multi-function amplifier that 

has pushed the barriers for bass, electric and 
acoustic musicicans in the same way 

that apple did with their iPhone!”
Robbie Gladwell - Acoustic Magazine



The Old Maltings, Hall Road, Heybridge, Essex, England CM9 4NJ
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Tel: +44 (0) 1621 857 853
E-Mail: info@metersmusic.com




